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LONGFORD FILMS LTD – is a company formed by Brian Ashby who has had a varied and successful 
career as a Chartered Surveyor, International Commercial Property Developer / Investor, Farmer and more recently Film Maker.  

Brian decided to form the company after the critical success of his first Film INTERLUDE IN PRAGUE. (2017) - Written and 
produced by Brian directed by John Stephenson and shot on location in Prague it combined all the beauty of eighteenth 
century Bohemia with the glory of Mozart’s music.  It is a film with passion and heartbreak -  An awe-inspiring factional story 
set in 18th century that could just as easily exist in a contemporary world that has all the energy and atmosphere of a modern 
thriller. 
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OUR MISSION.

TO CREATE CRITICALLY AND COMMERCIALLY 
OUTSTANDING THEATRICAL FEATURE FILMS.
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PEOPLE

JOHN STEPHENSON O.B.E 
Director  /  Writer  /  Producer

Investor Relations

Producer

Casting Agents

Producer  /  Screen Writer   /  Financier

NEERAJ KACHHWAHA BEng 

BRIAN ASHBY Hon DBA FRICS

SIMON MOSLEY

ROS AND JOHN HUBBARD
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UP AND COMING PRODUCTIONS

FRIEND OR FOE 

FINDING ERVIN

VIRTUOSO 

Friend or Foe is a fast-moving thriller. An intriguing, tangled series of dangerous, nail biting events triggered by the 
construction of “The Kardero Building” a state of the art sky-scraper in the centre of Toronto. 

A story of international commercial property development attracting fierce opposition from criminal cartels. 
With a backdrop of skiing, motor racing and medical malpractice.

This is a story that covers 80 years of the twentieth century.  Tim McCann a movie sound engineer and aspiring 
musician experiences and epiphany when, due to a chance encounter, he and his Japanese girlfriend 
Mika become obsessively intertwined with the life of the aged, Hungarian, piano playing genius, Ervin Nyiregyhazi.

Romantic drama following a world famous concert violinist who struggles to recover from, an abusive relationship 
and the total mutilation of her left hand. In the aftermath of her trauma, no longer capable of playing her beloved 
violin, she must face her demons to experience love and trust once again, as she strives to fulfil her new destiny.
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The film starts by introducing us to Dr Richard More. He is a charismatic, and successful young surgeon. 
Considered brilliant, in his field - a successful career, a beautiful wife, and amazing house, the full package! 
In fact, to the outside world, his life would appear to be perfect.  However, behind the scenes he is 
dangerously in debt, restless unhappy and in a loveless marriage.  He seeks comfort in other relationships, 
spending fortunes in the clubs and bars of Toronto and numbs the guilt and pain with alcohol. 

Then, suddenly things get even worse. He has a horrific car accident and a beautiful young girl, 
Jennifer Moss, a talented Show Jumper, is left seriously injured and paralyzed from the waist down. 
Heroically Richard pulls her limp damaged body from the wreckage of the car but is afterwards held 
responsible for the seriousness of her condition.  He has a law-suit leveled at him. 

Desperate for money to save his name he turns to his life-long friend, distinguished Englishman and property 
multi-millionaire Roger Stone.  Roger based in his beloved Country House in England runs an international 
development company and travels the world making state of the art architecture a reality.  At the time of 
Richards call  he is actively pursuing a huge project  ‘The Kardero Development” in Toronto and immediately 
works out a plan for Richard to be his representative on the spot in Toronto so that they can both profit from 
the situation. 

What seems like a pragmatic and potentially very profitable approach to the completion of a task soon turns 
into a roller coaster of a story.  Richard and Roger find themselves pitched against ruthless criminals, 
opponents of the ‘Kardero Project’ who will stop at nothing to achieve their aims. 

A tangle of greed, deceit and mortal danger follow Richard and Roger on a five-star, high-octane journey. 
They travel from Canada to the ski slopes of Zermatt, the racetrack at Silverstone, to New York and 
Washington.  Fired up by the challenge, the job becomes a quest and with the help of the exotic Chinese 
Carla Chen a hugely talented superstar architect and Kristina Webber, Richard’s smarter than most girlfriend, 
Richard and Roger combine their unique talents to escape death and see the villains get justice.

At the end of the film Richard, his name cleared, is able to practice again, he skillfully saves Jennifer Moss 
from total disability and finally walks away a free man to a new start with Kristina the love of his life.  
“The Kardero” becomes a beautiful reality towering over Toronto’s skyline, a testament to the ingenuity of 
humankind, a beacon of truth and integrity for the future.
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It is a story about creativity, the sacrifice it demands and the 
insanity it creates - a love story full of ecstasy and tragedy.

Tim and Mika are a young creative couple, (in 1976), living very 
happily in San Francisco.  They are enjoying a secure life until 
piano playing legend  Ervin Niyregyihazi,  emerging from  years of 
obscurity, changes everything.  Seeing him perform (his first recital 
in 30 years) leaves them shell shocked, and inspired to learn more. 
They set about researching Ervin and the more they discover about 
his life the more the life they are living seems insignificant and 
meaningless.

They find out that Erwin Nyiregyházi was a genius, revered and 
applauded.  Born before the 1st world war in Budapest considered 
to be one of the greatest pianists of all time, he performed in public 
from the age of six, became hugely successful, famous as a miracle 
child, but was deprived of a normal childhood.  

We see Tim and Mika shocked when they discover how his mother 
Maria kept him closeted away from the real world, seeing his talent 
only as an asset with which  to make money.  In a series montages 
set against a background of pre war Budapest we see her domi-
nate and control him so completely that he is left with a disordered 
personality and extreme neuroses that stay with him his whole life.

At the age of seventeen incredibly  complex, - narcissistic - 
arrogant - naive - socially inept and both terrified and obsessed 
with women, escaping the abusive clutches of his mother and 
our film sees him arrive in New York (1920).  Ill-equipped to live 
a normal life, we see him enthusiastically discovering everything 
that New York had to offer and enthusiastically indulging in sex, 
alcohol and Jazz for the first time.  He took America by storm his 
exotic good looks and hedonistic way of life rivaling his music and, 
surrounded in controversy, he soon became  tabloid news - the 
darling of press.

FINDING ERVIN
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Eminent musicians however took him very seriously – in particular, the way he orchestrated at 
the piano creating tremendous surges of tone and color.  His tempos, his conception, his free 
attitude toward the printed note, his Romantic musical mannerisms, set him apart and his 
passionate recitals were a sell out. 

Then in the 1930’s after moving to LA and  courting the Hollywood elite,  his  doubts, habits and 
inhibitions got the better of him.  Feeling paranoid, undervalued and misunderstood he 
disappeared and became a recluse  (an alcoholic living in flop-houses bars and brothels not 
even owning a piano, much less playing one), leaving behind  a legacy of ecstatic audiences,  
unpaid bills, jilted lovers and ex wives. 

The film opens in 1973 San Francisco, in glorious “70s Technicolor” - sunshine and music - split 
screen shots of the city, intercut with  Tim and Mika happily in love and Ervin alcoholic, angry 
and infirm . Then the moment!  The Old First Church concert, - we witness Tim Mika as they 
hear Ervin’s recital.  An ecstatic almost religious experience that triggers our story and a chain of 
events that not only completely transforms their lives but also changes the course of his. 
 
The film is to be a thrilling musical journey through the 20th century - every  era musically and 
visually distinct.  San Francisco - a cultural revolution 1976,  Budapest  Jewish Quarter - a pre 
war artistic ghetto 1906 - New York the roaring twenties, the exciting birthplace of Jazz 1922 - 
Los Angeles the glamour and colour of early Hollywood 1930  and finally -Tokyo Japan 1978.
It takes the shape of a detective story with fast moving montages full of passion, sex and 
emotion, and incredible, inspirational characters that will, I am certain,  attract a fantastic cast.

We aim to shoot, main unit, both in the studio and on location in Budapest, with smaller units 
on location in New York and San Francisco.   Using contemporary energetic camera movement, 
modern post-production techniques to build create and augment modern reality we will create a 
dramatic atmospheric period feel.  

Exciting, eye-opening, sometimes shocking, full of remarkable music Finding Ervin gives its 
audience a vision of the fate and rebirth of a lonely, misunderstood, creative genius - of the 
pain and sacrifice he endured, of the single-minded cruelty with which he pursued his God given 
calling and of the redemptive power of great, original art.
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“The Virtuoso” is to be an incredible film based on the very 
remarkable and well-loved novel by Virginia Burges. 

In one terrible moment of rage and pain a young, vibrant and 
creative human being’s life is changed forever.  

Isabelle Bryant, thirty-two years old and beautiful, is a world 
famous concert violinist who at the height of her powers is 
abused by her jealous, controlling husband who during a 
horribly violent episode attempts to rape her, smashes her 
hand in a car door leaving her physically mutilated, emotionally 
traumatized, irretrievably damaged.

It is a story of incredible resilience.  Scarred and disabled she 
comes to terms with never again being able to play the violin.   

Our film opens with Isabelle’s, heavily sedated, blurred, point of 
view. She is waking up in a hospital bed after having her 
damaged hand operated on.  Very weak, jumbled memories 
flash through her brain as she drifts in and out of 
consciousness. Her childhood as a musical prodigy, her 
happiness and joy as she revels in the beauty of playing her 
beloved violin – ecstatic audiences – being famous and adored 
- the pain and the pleasure of falling in love, and then acute 
muscle tightening tension, toxic conflict and violence.  

It is a compelling and intimate portrayal of a remarkable young 
woman learning to come to terms with the past.  The film is 
punctuated by moments of extreme emotions - elation and 
devastation.  We see Isabelle learn to trust again, fall in love, 
experience feelings she had never felt before, suffer doubt and 
betrayal before ultimately building a new career sharing and 
redirecting her talents, before becoming happy and fulfilled.

It’s a journey of self-discovery. We see Isabelle’s soul bared 
as shards of her shattered past mix with the present and she 
puts her life back together, allows herself to love again, finding 
happiness, and reasons to celebrate and enjoy life. 
 
“Difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations”.

We travel to Madeira, Vienna and New York, three very different 
cities, the atmosphere and color each illustrating important 
steps in Isabelle’s emotional recovery.  

It’s a beautiful story driven by amazing music and luscious 
photography.  We will shoot the film using state of the art 
camera and post production techniques illustrating Isabelle’s 
mood.  

The rhythm of the edit will mirror Isabelle’s emotions.  
Dreamy montages, wide landscapes and cityscapes will be 
juxtaposed against extreme close ups and hard edged reality. 

We are passionate about making this film because people as 
sensitive as Isabelle are rare and very special.  When they are 
in pain they feel it from the deepest part of their spirit.  Their 
creativity isolates them, makes them vulnerable but it can also 
be the source of incredible strength. They love harder, dream 
wider and are capable of greater passion.  

This film celebrates these qualities. Triggered by horrific 
violence, sadness and despair it celebrates the triumph of the 
human spirit through love and beauty.   

VIRTUOSO
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CONTACT PAGE

Investor Relations

Phone : +44 (0) 7838 236465

Email : raj@stockatonia.co.uk

NEERAJ KACHHWAHA


